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Proper Citation

Cohere (RRID:SCR_006189)

Resource Information

URL: http://cohere.open.ac.uk/

Proper Citation: Cohere (RRID:SCR_006189)

Description: Web-based tool to create claims, hypotheses, or statements, and relate these to other claims using an open set of relationships. It is usable for science, but also for structuring online debates on other topics. The visual tool allows users to create, connect and share ideas. Back them up with websites. Support or challenge them. Embed them to spread virally. Discover who - literally - connects with your thinking.

Abbreviations: Cohere

Resource Type: software resource, authoring tool, service resource, annotation tool, software application

Keywords: rhetorical structure, claim, hypothesis, annotation

Resource Name: Cohere

Resource ID: SCR_006189

Alternate IDs: nif-0000-06706

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Cohere.

No alerts have been found for Cohere.
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 16 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](#).


